This Special Issue is the culmination of the pre-pandemic results, creating a starting point for the pandemic and after-pandemic study. With great curiosity, we cross the Rubikon into our global laboratory --- an after-shock world.

We were surprised by a pandemic that we were unable to predict, although we had a feeling and anxiety that something was coming [@b1]. Even though the pandemic has been going on for over half a year, we do not see pandemic's end. At most, we observe the country entering the quasi-steady state and/or then a slower or faster pandemic recurrence/rebound ("phoenix effect" [@b2], [@b3]). Counting from the time of the "Spanish" epidemic from over a hundred years ago, we have not made enough progress in providing procedures for practical operation (see [@b4] for the universal philosophical/humanistic considerations). We have failed --- the predictive power of epidemic models is low. Nevertheless, it is challenging to find at least a mathematical reason for this failure defining some of its causes precisely. Econophysics and sociophysics communities took this challenge seriously (see, e.g., [@b5] and refs. therein).

Even such a "naive model" as the stochastic variant of the canonical/deterministic SIR model that is a kind of the non-linear stochastic dynamics, is well suited for this mathematical reason. We understand its extension with additive noise and multiplicative noise by the stochastic variant of the SIR model. Such a model is more realistic than the SIR one, although it is still not differentiated due to regions with varying degrees of infection. However, even the SIR model does not have a direct analytical solution, much less its stochastic variant. More specifically, the SIR model has only an inverse analytical solution, i.e., time *t* is expressed in integral form by *R*, i.e., the current number of recovered and removed persons [@b6]. Unfortunately, this integral we cannot express by a finite number of elementary or non-elementary functions. This type of situation is a typical "original sin" of all more advanced epidemic models. One can point to inspiring theoretical works analyzing partial effects, e.g., the memory effect [@b1] and stochastic simulation of wavy behavior [@b2] --- but who cares? Nevertheless, maybe together with mathematics, it gives us hope [@b7], [@b8].

Speaking of additive noises, we mean a situation when treated as random variables drawn from some probability distributions. These variables add to changes in the number of susceptibilities, infected, and recovered/removed people per time unit. As for multiplicative noises, the model's control parameters are drawn from given probability distributions: infection rate, recovery/remove rate, and the average number of people infected by a single patient. It must be said that these probability distributions generating both types of noise are non-stationary distributions depending on time (i.e., the parameters characterizing these distributions, e.g., expected values and standard deviations, are depending on time). It means that the stochastic SIR model's non-linear kinetic rate equations describing the spread of the epidemic cannot be transformed into a linear form, in contrast to the deterministic SIR model. Thus, we have no chance to get an exact closed analytical solution --- we are only dependent on the numerical solution.

We have provided a typical mathematical difficulty (we will not mention the need to specify the initial conditions precisely) that we encounter at the outset as soon as we proceed to analyze the epidemic's spread. This difficulty overlaps with the unpredictable dependence of probability distributions on time. It follows that stochastic epidemic models, closer reality than deterministic, unfortunately, do not have prognostic abilities. We have given here only one reason of our helplessness. Of course, there are many more reasons for the uncertainty of pandemic prognosis, and they are very different. Especially the uncertainty associated with pandemic recurrence seems to be particularly threatening. This uncertainty has a critical impact on forecasting the economic situation both on a local (a single country) and global scale (the whole planet).

Socio-economic life has faced a challenge that we have not yet considered and which is changing our world at a rapid pace. Currently, on average more than a quarter of a million people are infected with COVID-19 worldwide every day. The world economy faces an unprecedented challenge generated by the lock-down of more than 3 (US) billion (European miliard) people worldwide. This situation interrupts the majority of national and international industrial productions but is also called into question how the global economy is usually perceived and designed. In the current context, the COVID-19 exemplifies how our societies are increasingly global and interdependent. Such a situation shows that economy is not protected from organic aspects such as a dangerous virus spread leading economists and policy-makers to reconsider how the economy is modeled.

Viruses have been mainly studied as a field of biological/medical sciences usually associated with "within skin life processes" [@b9]. This perception might change after the current pandemic. The impact of the COVID-19 on the global economy leads economists and policy-makers to understand that biological and economic systems are more interrelated that one could think at first sight. In this highly interdependent environment, viruses also affect outside-skin life. In the early 1960s, appeared the idea that biology refers to within skin life processes while ecology focuses on the outside-skin life processes. On this point, Daly [@b9] added, "economy is part of ecology which studies the outside-skin life process insofar as commodities and their interrelations dominate it". Today, the COVID-19 indicates that viruses can also affect significantly outside-skin processes.

In a Lamarck-Darwinian perspective (the strongest ones will survive), the current situation puts the global economy in a new hostile context. As the whole system, it has to evolve. By transferring genes to various species, viruses increase genetic diversity in within-skin processes leading the latter to evolve [@b10] (perhaps inventing effective vaccines would improve our well-being). From a modeling viewpoint, we are entering an era of tremendous uncertainty, extraordinary volatility, giant fluctuations, extreme and rare phenomena, long-term correlations, dynamical phase transitions, singularities, and instabilities. We are entering an era in which the intensity of global networking will create entirely new, simply unimaginable possibilities. Network finance is already happening, but the network economy on a global scale will significantly accelerate. Finally, we are faced with an "age-old" challenge, the practical consequences of which can hardly be overestimated. Namely, how much free-market (if it still exists) and how much state interference (if any) in socio-economic life (see [@b11] for some initial trial)? These opposing "thermodynamic" forces can lead to critical phenomena and processes (e.g., stochastic inter-system oscillations). These can be no less dangerous than the pandemic itself. Structural, profound changes in the global economy are inevitable. The world after the pandemic, which will be very exhausting and perhaps degenerating for the world, will be different, much more digital and networked, which will create not only new challenges but also hopes. With no doubts, this new world will be more complex --- not only in the naive meaning of this word but also from the science of complex systems point of view. We can say that a new deal is coming, although the pandemic wave is soaring.

We have essential theoretical tools for research in the directions mentioned above [@b12], [@b13], [@b14], [@b15], [@b16], [@b17], and we can develop other tools or even create them (see this Special Issue and refs. therein). However, we must have access to multi-dimensional and multi-scale empirical data both on a local and global scale. Access to this type of data is an essential condition; otherwise, "the whole pair will go in a whistle" --- we will not be able to even start our differential equations due to the lack of reliably defined initial conditions.

Maybe it is informative looking again into the philosophical fiction 'La Peste' (eng. 'The Plague') by Albert Camus [@b4] from 1947?

Hope should be sought in science because humanity has no other practical approach to solving its problems. Research on the impact of COVID-19 on socio-economic life has already started. The activity of Finance Research Letters or the SSRN Electronic Journal catches the eye, not to mention purely medical journals like Lancet (where reports on the state of coronavirus research appear) or physical journals like Physica A (where works from econophysics and sociophysics are published).

This manifesto is linked the Virtual Special Issue (VSI) entitled: '[Econophysics and sociophysics in turbulent world](https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/physica-a-statistical-mechanics-and-its-applications/special-issue/10ZXGBDQBD0){#interref1}'.
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